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Introduction 
An error was made by one of the authors in [2]. This error depends 
on a statement in [1, p. 134] which seems to indicate that any vector 
lattice can be embedded in a projectable one, i.e. one in which V (nlxlll y) 
n 
exists for any x, y. It is easy to see that a projectable vector lattice is 
archimedean. Indeed, if x > 0, y > 0 exist such that nx < y for all positive 
n, then V(nxlly)=Vnx. Since Vnx=V2nx=2Vnx, Vnx=O and x=O. 
n n 
Hence V is archimedean. In view of the fact that a non-archimedean 
vector lattice can never be embedded in an archimedean one, Amemiya's 
statement cannot be true with this meaning of projectable. In this note 
we propose to reprove Theorem 3.1 (due to AMEMIYA in [1]) and Theorem 
3.2 in [2] using a different definition of projectable. 
For any x, y E V, we define, 
{ x}y = V (z 11 y+) - V (z 11 y-) if it exists, 
ZEPx+ ZEP.z+ 
where 
If {x} exists for every y E V, we call the function {x} the generalised 
projector (g. p.) defined by x. The vector lattice Vis said to be generalised 
(g. projectable) if every x in V has a g. p. 
In section 1 we show that operators {x} have some of the properties 
of Nakano's projectors [x]y= Vnlxlll y+-Vnlxlll y-. In section 2 it 
n n 
is shown that the inverse limit construction given in [2] is valid if g. p.'s 
are used instead of projectors and that in a g. projectable vector lattice, 
if [ x ]y exists, then {x }y exists. Section 3 contains a proof of the fact that 
any vector lattice can be embedded in a g. projectable vector lattice. 
This is essentially Amemiya's proof in [1]. Therefore Theorem 3.2 in [2] 
is valid when projectable is replaced by g. projectable in the statement 
of the theorem. Finally, we show that a g. p. is indeed a generalization 
of projector given in [3]. 
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l. Properties of generalized projectors 
In this section a number of properties of g. p.'s are discussed. Each 
of these is known to be true for projectors in Nakano's sense. 
In a g. projectable vector lattice, the following statements are valid: 
l.l {x} (cxiZI +cx2z2) =cxi{x}zi +cx2{x}z2 
1.2 {x} ({x}z)={x}z 
1.3 z;>O--+{x}z;;;;.O 
1.4 If z= sup z" then {x}z= sup" {x}z.< 
1.5 {x} ({y}z)={{x}y}z. 
It is easy to verify each of these statement directly. We shall give 
proofs for l.l and 1.5. 
Proof of l.l We first show additivity for positive elements. Assume 
ZI, z2, WI and w2 positive. 
Also, 
(zi "WI)+ (z2 "w2) = (zi + z2) " (zi + w2) " (z2 +WI) " (wi + w2) > 
:> (ZI +z2) /\WI/\ W2. 
Hence it follows from the fact that 
{x}zi + { x}z2 = V ( (zi A WI)+ (z2 A w2)) 
W1oWzEPz+ 
and 
{x} (zi + Z2) = V (ZI + Z2) /\ (WI+ W2) = V (ZI + Z2) /\WI /\ W2 
W1,W2 EP.z+ W1oW 2 €Px+ 
that 
{x }zi + {x }z2 = {x} (z1 + z2). 
By a standard procedure [3, p. 42], additivity can be extended to 
arbitrary elements of V. To show {x} is homogeneous, consider ex> 0 and 
z;;;;.O. Then {x}cxz= V (w A cxz)=cx V (w A z) l;>ecause 
wePx+ roeP.z+ 
The cases ex= 0 and ex< 0 can be handled separately and in a similar way. 
Proof of 1.5. Assume x;;;;. 0 and y> 0. We begin by showing that 
Px+ A Py+=P(;,Jv· Since {x}y E Px+ it follows that P(;,Jv C Px+, and since 
{x}y<y, it follows that P(;,Jv C Py+. Thus P(;,Jv C Px+ "Py+. To show 
the inequality in the opposite sense, assume {x}y "w=O. Then 
V (sAy" w)=O and so y As A w=O for every s E Px+. It follows that 
SEPx+ 
t " s " w = 0 for every s E P x + and t E P y +. Since 
{s /\tIs E Px+, t E Py+}=Px+ /\ Py+, Px+ /\ Py+ C P(;,)y· 
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Statement 1.5 follows because for z > 0, 
{x}({y}z)= V V SAtAZ= v W AZ 
SEPx+ tEPy+ WEPx+Apy+ 
and 
{{x}y}z = V w A z. 
WEPtx)Y 
2. Embedding a g. projectable lattice in one with a weak unit 
With the help of statements 1.1-1.5, the results of [2, section 2] can 
be extended to generalised projectable vector lattices. The results are 
valid as they stand provided that [x] is replaced by {x}, and projectable 
by g. projectable throughout. Therefore, the following theorem is valid: 
Theorem 2.1. Every g. projectable vector lattice V can be embedded 
as an order-dense vector sublattice of a g. projectable vector lattice L 
which possesses a weak unit. In addition every non-negative element of 
L is a supremum of elements of V. 
This is the generalisation of theorem 2.1 of [2]. To indicate the 
relationship between [x] and {x} we prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. IfVisg.projectable,ify;;;:,O,andif[x]y=Vn[x[ Ay 
exists, then {x}y= [x]y. n 
Proof. Assume that [x]y=y1 exists. 
Then 
2yl A y= V (2y A 2n[x[ A y) =Yl· 
n 
Therefore Y1 A (y-y1)=0, and since Y1>Y A [x[, ir follows that 
Thus 
Now since 
that is 
0=y A [x[ A (y-y1)= [x[ A (y-y1). 
{x}y A (y-y1)=0. 
y=yl v (y-yl), 
y A {x }y = (Yl A {x }y) V ( (y-y1) A {x }y), 
{x}y=y1 
= [x]y. 
3. Amemiya's Theorem 
We here give our proof of Amemiya's theorem. We add a lemma, 
implicit in his proof, which is false for projections but valid for g. pro-
jections. 
Lemma 3.1. V is g. projectable if, and only if, for x E V there 
exists a vector lattice endomorphism hx of V such that 
i) hx(V)=Px, ii) hxhx=hx, iii) hx(y)<y for any y E V+. 
We then have hx= {x}. 
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Proof. The necessity is an obvious consequence of the results in 
section 1. 
To prove sufficiency, assume that V satisfies the above conditions. 
Let y E V + and z E P x +. 
We first show that hx(Y)>Y 1\ z. 
In fact, y 1\ z E Px, so 
y 1\ z=hx(Y 1\ z)<.hx(y). 
If w-:>y 1\ z for every z E Px+, then since hx(Y) E Px+, 
W?hx(Y) 1\ y=hx(y). 
Thus 
In general, 
hx(Y) = V (y 1\ z) 
zEPz+ 
= {x}y. 
hx(Y) = hx(y+) - hx(Y-) 
= {x }(y+)- {x }(y-) 
= {x}y. 
We call an extension V of a vector lattice V a g. p.-extension if 
G 1) V is g. projectable, 
G 2) V is order-dense in V, 
G 3) the totality of g. p.'s in V coincides with the least (Boolean) ring 
containing all g. p.'s of elements of V, 
G 4) for every a E V, there exists a1, ... , ak E V and ii1, ... , ak E V such 
k 
that a= I {an}an. 
n~l 
Amemiya's theorem can now be stated. 
Theorem 3.1. Every vector lattice V has a g. p.-extension V. 
Amemiya's method of proof [1] is first to define a spectral function 
q; of V as a lattice homomorphism of V into the three-point lattice 
{- oo, 0, + oo} such that q;(a) + 0 for some a E V and q;(tXa) = tXq;(a) for 
all real IX+ 0. These spectral functions are partially ordered by the 
relation: 1p<.q; if [1p(a)[ <. [q;(a)[ for all a E V. The proper space )S of V 
is defined to be the set of all maximal spectral functions and is given 
the topology generated by the sets Ua={q; E V[q;(a)+O}. The least 
Boolean algebra of subsets of )S containing the U a's is designated by 
$!(, and m stands for the vector lattice of all functions from )S to v such 
that j()S) is a finite subset of V and j-1(a) E $l( for a E V. 
If ~= {! E im[OJ= 0} where Of= {q;fq; E u/(<p)}, then im/~ is the unique 
g. p. extension of V. 
Proof. If a E vl let !a be the function on )S such that ]a(q;)=a for 
all q; E )B. This is an injection of v into m, and since of a= {q;jq;(a) + 0}, 
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it follows that Ota =1= cp unless a= 0. Therefore each element of SJJlj'iR 
contains at most one fa for each a E V. 
Hence a___,.. fa/'in is an injection of V into SJJlj'iR. 
To show SJJlj'iR is g. projectable, let A E W. 
Then 
[A] f ( tp) = f ( tp) for tp E A 
=0 for tp rt A 
is a positive indempotent linear transformation in m. 
Since O[AJt=AOt,Jf'iR=gf'iR implies that [A]f/'in= [A]gj'in. Thus 
[A](fj'iR)=([A]J)j'iR defines a positive idempotent linear transformation 
on SJJlj'iR. 
It is clear that f/'iR=gf'iR implies that [Ot]xf'in= [Ou]xj'in for all 
xj'in E SJJlj'iR. Hence the linear transformation hf!w= [01] is well defined 
and satisfies conditions (i) and (iii) of lemma 3.1. To show that it satisfies 
condition (ii), we must show Pf/w=range ht/'11· 
If g /'in E range ht/'11, 
Since kj'iR Ajj'in=O implies ok/\Y=O, it follows that 
kj'fn A gj'fn = 0, 
and hence 
If vj'in EPf!w, then since [lS-Ot]vj'iR Ajj'in=O, it follows that 
[lS- Ot ]vj'in A vj'in = 0. 
Whence [lS-Ot]vf'iR=O and vf'in= [Ot]vj'in. 
The verification of conditions G 2, G 3 and G 4 is not difficult, and 
is found in [1]. 
It can be shown that any g. p.-extension V of V is isomorphic to 
SJJlj'iR. We give a brief outline of the argument. 
First, the g. projectors of V corresponding to elements of V (considered 
as a vector sub-lattice of V) form a lattice which is isomorphic to the 
lattice defined in a smilar fashion for SJJlj'iR. This isomorphism can be 
extended (by Condition G 3) to an isomorphism of the algebra of 
g. projectors of V onto that of SJJlj'iR and hence to an isomorphism of this 
algebra onto W. Denote this latter isomorphism by a. By Condition G 4, 
k 
every v E V can be expressed as V= 1 {vn}vn with ViE V and ViE V 
n~l 
for each i= 1, ... , k. Each {vn}vn defines a function in SJJl which is equal 
to Vn on a{vn} and zero elsewhere. The sum of these functions defines 
a function of SJJl and hence an element v of SJJlj'iR. It can be shiwn that v 
is independent of the manner in which v is expressed as a sum of this 
type. It can also be shown that the mapping v ___,.. v is order preserving 
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and one-one, and is thus an isomorphism. This argument shows that a 
g. p.-extension of a vector lattice is unique. 
Theorem 3.1 and 2.1 taken together yield the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Every vector lattice R can be embedded in a g. 
projectable vector lattice L with weak unit such that R is orderdense in L. 
In addition we can prove the following : 
Proposition 3.1. Let V be a vector lattice. If [x]y exists in V, 
then {x}y exists in V and they are equal. 
Proof. Let V be the g. p.-extension of V. First note that if g=Vg;. 
in V then g is still the supremum of the g;.'s in V. Indeed, if hE V has 
the properties: g;.<.,h for all A and h<g, then g-h>O, and by the order-
dense property, there is a k C V such that g-h>k>O. Thus g-k E V 
and g>g-k;;.g;. for all A which violates the property that g is the 
supremum of the g;.'s. 
Let x, y E V and y-;;.0. If [x]y exists in V, then [x]y exists in V and 
by Proposition 2.1 is equal to {x}y. Thus {x}y exists in V and the 
Proposition follows. 
Added in proof: 
In a communication to one of the authors, Amemiya indicates 
that his definition of projector, though not explicitely given, was 
intended to be equivalent to our generalized projector. 
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